With a seamless carcase and discreet
side pull handles for a quality design,
this durable and practical Note pedestal
is the perfect desk associated secure
storage. Available in either static or

mobile. The mobile version comes with
four castors for easy movement, and
includes an anti-tilt mechanism plus 5th
castor for stability.

Drop in pen tray

Drop in pen tray

The Note Pedestal is available in 2 widths,
4 heights and 2 depths. There are 3 drawer
types, stationery, filing and intermediate.
300mm (11.8”) wide.

420mm (16.5”) wide.
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NOTE
PEDESTAL

DIMENSIONS AND CAPACITY GUIDE

DETAIL

Seat pad

Intermediate drawer

Side to side suspension filing

Foolscap

Fifth castor

Height 244mm (9.6”)

Height 244mm (9.6”)

Width 210mm (8.3”)

Width 330mm (13”)

Depth 471mm (18.5”)

Depth 471mm (18.5”)

MOBILE RANGE OVERVIEW

565mm (22.3”)

645mm (25.4”)

645mm (25.4”)

567mm (23.3”)

Seat pad

495mm (19.5”)

Front to back suspension filing

495mm (19.5”)

Widths 300mm (11.8”)
and 420mm (16.5”)

Freestanding available in 420mm (16.5”) wide,
698mm (28”) high and either 565mm (22.2”)
or 775mm (30.5”) deep.

bisley.com
Concealed side pull handles
* A selection of mechanical and digital locks also available on request.

AB lock*

NOTEOVER18P100

Helping you work better anywhere

OUR MOST POPULAR PEDESTAL, PROVIDING
SECURE AND CONVENIENT STORAGE
The Note pedestal by Bisley provides
secure and convenient close to hand
storage, and are the classic way to
keep desks clutter-free.
Note pedestals perfectly compliment
a wide range of personal and shared
desking solutions in keeping with
our SystemFile and Essentials range.
With a range of internal accessories
available, providing organised storage
for both A4 or Foolscap files.

Available as either static or mobile,
all with lockable drawers for secure
storage of your files or personal
belongings. With additional options
such as seat pads, allowing for perch
points or drag handles to move with
you from desk to desk, making this
a versatile offer.

POSSIBILITIES

PRODUCT FEATURES

The Note pedestal is available in a broad
range of colours as standard, providing a
cost effective way to inject colour into the
workplace or to co-ordinate with existing
design schemes. For extra interest, an
over-sailing steel decorative top can be
added, or a fabric seat pad to create a
perch point for impromptu collaboration
with colleagues.

• Available in 4 heights and 2 widths
• A selection of drawer options available
• Over-sailing decorative steel top
or a seat pad available as optional extras
• Broad range of colours available as standard
• A wide range of internal options are available
• Discreet side pull handles and a seamless
carcase design
• Choose from static or mobile version
•AB lock as standard
(A selection of mechanical and digital locks
also available on request)
• Drawers open one at a time
• 100% extension file drawers
• Five-year guarantee
• Made in the UK

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Secure – lockable drawers to keep
office and personal items secure
• Customisable – Choose a decorative
steel top or a seat pad to create a
perch spot
• Organised – a range of internal options
available including drop in pen trays
and drawer dividers for organised and
neat storage
• Versatile – The pedestal can be mobile or
free standing with a selection of drawer
options to suit various types of storage
• Colourful – with a broad range of colours
available, the Note pedestal can add
a splash of colour to the workplace, or
reflect a brand’s colours
• Flexible – Available in a mobile version,
perfect for those who don’t sit at the
same desk everyday
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